From DTC to DT"Me" - The Future of
Communications
in Pharmaceuticals
The art of communications in the pharmaceutical industry is
becoming more complex. In this podcast, Amy Hutnik, our Chief
Growth and Transformation Ofﬁcer, talks about how
communications intelligence and channels have advanced with the
availability of data. She discusses how we’ve evolved from the point
of DTC (Direct to Consumer) to the extremely individualized
opportunity of DT“Me” (Direct to Me).
Listen in for a discussion on the way the space has changed in terms
of decision-making and spend/budget planning, the necessity for
breaking down the silos in large companies, why (despite popular
belief) personal promotion is not dead – and a look at what lies
ahead in the future of communications
in pharmaceuticals.

LISTEN

How Digital Therapeutics Developers
Can Satisfy Diverse Stakeholder Needs
All signs point to a breakthrough year for digital
therapeutics (DTx). With the market poised to hit
half a billion U.S. dollars by 2021, the industry is
approaching an inﬂection point. Large and small
technology and life sciences companies are
approaching the space with different perspectives
and agendas. Read our new report to ﬁnd out what
this means for healthcare stakeholders.

READ THE REPORT

Achieving Insight-Driven Care: Rely on
Data and Behavioral Science to Unlock
Real Change
How can we use evidence-based strategies to
make change a reality for our customers and the
patients they serve? Michelle Keefe, President of
Commercial Solutions at Syneos Health, elaborates
in this Applied Clinical
Trials article.

READ MORE

Commercial Models Will See Radical
Reorganization in the Coming Years
What pressures are prompting changes in
commercialization and in what ways do
pharmaceutical companies need to change in
order to keep up?

READ MORE

Here’s How Smart Pills Seek to Change
How Patients Take Medication
Did you know that only 25% to 50% of patients
worldwide take their medicine correctly?
Researchers across the world are turning to smart
pills as the next gen solution for reinforcing better
behavior when it comes to taking prescribed
medication.

READ MORE

Looking for Medical Help? Just Ask
Alexa
Amazon claims that its popular digital assistant,
Alexa, is now HIPAA compliant – marking a giant
step forward in the company’s entrance to the
healthcare industry.

READ MORE
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